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Minimum:

OS: windows7

Processor: AMD Athlon x2 250
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Unfortunately I don't understand in chinese, but I like this VN. The story was guessable, great backgruond music, visual and etc.
I hope the english sub is coming soon, and I will play this VN again. :). \u8fd9\u6e38\u620f\u7efc\u5408\u6765\u8bf4\u5f88\u
597d\u5e0c\u671b\u5f00\u53d1\u8005\u591a\u5f00\u53d1\u51e0\u4e2a\u7ed3\u5c40. please add more languages like english
plz, i buy this game and i can\u00b4t understand all and that is frustrating for me because y buyed this thinking: "maybe will be
in english or another language", i hope someone read me and add english language thx bye. Well,You should stop and quit the
game,after they make love,and believe they just get married and got a baby.. story:9\/10
character:9\/10
CG:7\/10
system:4\/10
bgm and music:7.5\/10
at all:8.5\/10. holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665this game doesn't have english :D
. sad ending.......
but i like this game.
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The music in the game was an excellent job. I highly recommend buying the original sound track (OST) of the game. Beautiful
BGM and nice songs. =). Really hard to guess without any knowledge of Chinese,
so I try my best to describe it.

First of all, the menue is in English, so you can understand the navigation.
After choosing one of many possible saves, the story begins.

During my first play, I could choose two times an option \/ answer.
Maybe it is possible, to have more possibillities,
if the first or second answer would be an other?

The story is not only written in letters,
it also is told by a male and female voice.

Depending on the happenings the background
and facial expression is changing instantly,
without shown movements.

For me it is okay, because the story and
emotions are the most important content
and that is given.

For all those. who don\u00b4t like to click through,
you are able to use an automatic-option and
saving the gamy is possible at any time.

For the developers:

Could you please make at least a translation into english?
I\u00b4m really interested to know what the caracters are talking.
There might be many others, who would buy your product, too!

Kind regards

businessprofessional. Strongly recommend!!!
If you are English player who can not undertsand Chinese. You can just treat it as a regular cheap AVG with r18 content. (Skip
all through and pick the second).

Allthough, CIP seems to be no different from most AVG games on steam that attract players via good looking girls and cheap
price. The touching story is in fact far beyond the average. And as showed on its name, Crimson Imprint PLUS is an extension
of the original game called Crimson Imprint. The producer CEXO with his fellow staff in Hollowings crafted a world with
dreams and sacrifices. And it was one of the most renowned AVG game in China.

So, Please wait for the release of English translation in the future and enjoy your game.. Its all in chinese and you cant even
change subtitle or language...wtf. Although I don't understand anything the art looks very good and the sounds are also nice.
Please release an english patch soon!. Despite this VN is in chinese, it has good art and great music to offer and the actors are
voiced.
The menu is partly english, there should be no problem to save and load your progress, or adjust the volume of music and
voices.
+ auto mode works fine
- the skip option doesn't seem to work

@dev: English sub would be nice. Release trading cards or OST to get the money for a translator!.
\u6211\u4e0d\u6c42\u4ec0\u4e48GE
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